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Summary of mandate and definition of problem

In a letter dated 15 September 2011, the Director of the Federal Office of Public Health, Pascal Strupler, requested the Swiss National Advisory Commission on Biomedical Ethics (NEK-CNE) to prepare an Opinion, for submission to the Federal Council, on ethical issues relating to “intersexuality”. This request to the Commission was issued on the basis of the Federal Council’s responses to two interpellations introduced in the National Council1, in which the Federal Council was called upon to answer various questions concerning the management of differences of sex development and associated surgical procedures.

Under the Federal Council’s mandate to the Commission, the Opinion is to focus on questions of counselling and the provision of information for parents and the medical profession. In this connection, the Commission was also asked to consider to what extent the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences could contribute to the clarification of unresolved questions. The Commission is also to identify any relevant interfaces with social insurance and with private law.

In the Commission’s view, differences of sex development raise a number of issues in the areas of legal and medical ethics. The following points would appear to be particularly pressing.

1 11.3265 Interpellation Kiener Nellen. Management of differences of sex development (questions 3 and 4) and 11.3286 Interpellation Glanzmann. Cosmetic genital surgery in children with ambiguous physical sexual characteristics (questions 2 and 3).
Hereafter, the Commission uses the term “differences of sex development” or “sex variations” in order to avoid any negative or misleading connotations associated with the term “intersexuality.”
1 Introduction

Until just a few years ago, questions concerning social attitudes to – and the medical management of – individuals with ambiguous sexual characteristics were not widely debated. It is largely thanks to the efforts of self-help/advocacy groups that this situation has changed, and that increasing attention is now being paid to the topic of “intersexuality” in the media and in professional circles – including the fields of medical law and ethics – both nationally and internationally. The Swiss National Advisory Commission on Biomedical Ethics (NEK-CNE, hereafter “the Commission”) welcomes this development and hopes that, by issuing this Opinion, it can help to dispel any remaining taboos surrounding the topic and to ensure that, also in the Swiss context, due attention is paid to the ethical and legal questions arising in connection with differences of sex development. In the Opinion, the Commission addresses the questions highlighted by the Federal Council, as mentioned above.

1.1 Definition of terms

The term “intersexuality” (or “intersex”) refers to a condition in which an individual’s sex is biologically ambiguous – i.e. the development of chromosomal, gonadal or anatomical sex is atypical and, consequently, the sex-differentiating characteristics are not concordantly and unambiguously male or female. The genotype (genetic constitution) thus does not correspond to the phenotype (physical appearance), and the phenotype itself may not be categorizable as unequivocally male or female.

A biological condition of this kind may be diagnosed prenatally, at birth, during puberty, or only later in adulthood. Clinically, such cases are known as disorders of sex development (DSD). In medicine, DSD is used as an umbrella term, covering a wide range of conditions with varying causes, manifestations and courses. In terms of insurance law, a diagnosis of DSD indicates a congenital condition, but this does not mean that the person concerned automatically requires medical treatment. However, some forms of DSD may involve life-threatening disorders (e.g. adrenal insufficiency, salt wasting) or are associated with an elevated risk of cancer, necessitating medical interventions. Among the best-known forms of DSD are congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH), disorders of androgen synthesis, androgen insensitivity syndrome (AIS), gonadal dysgenesis, ovotesticular DSD and Leydig cell hypoplasia. Owing to differences in definitions, the reported incidence (number of new cases) and prevalence (number of existing cases in a given population) varies between 1:3000 and 1:5000.

For the clinical context, the Commission uses the standard abbreviation DSD. The Commission wishes to emphasize that DSD does not refer to transsexuality. Transsexuality is a condition in which an individual’s gender identity does not match their biologically unambiguous sex. Speaking of “intersexuality” as “non-true transsexualism” – a term used in the Federal
Council’s reply to the above-mentioned parliamentary questions – is incorrect and should therefore be avoided.

For non-technical usage, the Commission recommends the term “sex variation”, on the following grounds: not all cases of DSD involve a (pathological) “disorder”, i.e. a functional impairment associated with suffering. Not infrequently, a case of DSD may involve a variation from a norm of sex development which does not require medical treatment. From the perspective of those affected, the term “disorder” may thus appear stigmatizing, and accordingly the term “differences of sex development” (rendered in German as “Besonderheiten der Geschlechtsentwicklung”) has been proposed as an alternative in the literature. The Commission endorses this proposal.

Of ethical importance, in the Commission’s view, are all those cases of DSD where sex assignment represents a problem for parents, professionals, the state and ultimately also for the individual concerned. Society’s expectation that a child will be either a boy or a girl is called into question by DSD, without the child (while it lacks capacity) being able to express a view itself. DSD poses particular challenges for ethics and law because the response to this unmet expectation may lead to crises, in which assistance will be required in many cases. The reaction to an exceptional situation of this kind needs to be acceptable from an ethical and legal viewpoint.

1.2 Current state of the debate

Until the end of the twentieth century, in line with the “optimal gender policy” advocated by John Money (1955), a child with a DSD was generally assigned a gender at an early age. The child’s body was then surgically aligned with the assigned gender in the first months and years of its life. As it was easier for surgeons to create female than male genitalia, most of these children were surgically feminized. The child was then to be consistently reared in the surgically assigned gender role, without it (or the family) being informed about its differences or the reasons for the interventions. Secrecy was maintained even into adulthood. It was believed that this approach would enable the child to have a “normal” physical and psychosexual development. In fact, however, the treatment was often associated with severe physical complications, chronic pain, loss of fertility, psychological sequelae and impairment of sexual quality of life. In some cases, affected individuals also show high degrees of uncertainty of gender identity, which may extend as far as a mismatch between assigned sex and gender identity in later life. In particular, the persistence of taboos, feelings of shame and perceived stigmatization in clinical management were reported by patients to be distressing or even traumatic.

Growing criticism of the “optimal gender policy”, spreading from the US, led to a change of approach in medical practice. Since the 2005 International Consensus Conference, held in Chicago, where a “consensus statement on management of intersex disorders” was prepared by over 50...
international experts from the Lawson Wilkins Pediatric Endocrine Society (LWPES) and the European Society for Paediatric Endocrinology (ESPE), new standards have been applicable for the classification, diagnosis and management of DSD.\footnote{Lee et al. 2006, Hughes et al. 2006.} These recommendations have been implemented at European DSD centres.\footnote{Pasterski et al. 2010.} Under the new approach, decisions on irreversible genital surgery are to be guided by medical indications rather than cosmetic considerations. Interventions are to be appropriate to the individual’s current needs (e.g. no vaginoplasty in childhood). All individuals are, however, still to receive a gender assignment. Acute, life-threatening conditions associated with DSD must always be treated.

In 2012, an Opinion dealing with “the situation of intersex people” was issued by the German Ethics Council. This recommends, among other things, the expansion of specialized interdisciplinary centres and of medical and psychological support services for affected individuals and their parents. It also opposes irreversible medical sex assignment measures and advocates the strengthening of the child’s participatory rights. It calls for the establishment of a fund to provide recognition and assistance for individuals with DSD who have suffered as a result of earlier treatments. The Ethics Council proposes the introduction of an additional category “other” for the official registration of sex. It suggests that the individuals concerned should be able to enter into a registered civil partnership, or even to marry.

\section{Professional counselling and support for affected parents and children}

\subsection{Background and aims of counselling and support}

The birth of a child with a sex variation gives rise to uncertainties and anxieties and requires both the parents and the professionals involved to engage in processes of reflection and decision-making for which no “magic formulas” are available. In general, it is to be assumed that parents will always endeavour to promote their child’s welfare.\footnote{Cf. NEK-CNE Opinion no. 16/2009 “Research involving children”.} However, it is the mark of this particular exceptional situation that it is not immediately clear, and often a matter of dispute, what will actually promote the child’s welfare. This emotionally challenging situation first needs to be coped with before any decisions are taken on (non-critical) therapeutic interventions which may have far-reaching consequences. Here, professional counselling and support for parents plays an important role.

Crucial to the child’s welfare from a medical/psychological viewpoint is that, after the birth, the parents should accept the child as it is, and that a normal emotional attachment should be established between them. To develop self-confidence, the child must have a sense of security. The initial aim of counselling and support is therefore to create a protected space for parents and the newborn, so as to facilitate a close bond. In addition, the parents need to be enabled to take the necessary decisions on the child’s behalf calmly and after due reflection. In this process, they should not be subjected
Parents’ rapid requests for medical advice or for corrective surgery are often a result of initial feelings of helplessness, which need to be overcome so as to permit carefully considered decision-making. The child, likewise, in accordance with its level of mental development, requires psychosocial support so that it can be involved in treatment decisions at an early stage or take such decisions, when it becomes competent to do so. The importance of psychosocial support increases with the child’s age and growing self-awareness and decision-making capacity.

2.2 Who should provide counselling and support?
Various stages of counselling and support for parents and individuals affected by DSD are to be distinguished, each involving different professionals. If a sex variation is suspected in an unborn child during pregnancy, e.g. on the basis of a chromosome analysis, the expectant mother or couple should be offered psychosocial counselling.

All professionals who work with parents and the newborn before, during and after birth are to be specially trained for care provision in the initial phase, so that they can undertake early crisis intervention measures with a motivating, supportive approach.

As soon as possible, the parents and their child should be referred to a specialized centre where responsibility for counselling and care is assumed by a multidisciplinary team with the necessary medical, psychological, legal, educational, social, ethical and other expertise. As the multidisciplinary team will ideally provide care over the long term, its composition may change as required over the years.

2.3 Content of counselling and support
The Commission suggests that the following items should form part of the counselling and support to be provided at least throughout the period of medical care:

- a diagnosis which is as precise as possible, based on genetic analysis, and also including the healthy aspects of the child;

- information on the need for treatment, therapeutic options and risks;

- information on possible health risks and symptoms associated with DSD;

- information on legal matters, specifically concerning the official registration of sex and the possibility of amending the recorded sex at a later date;

- assistance with insurance questions: coverage of the costs of treatment and psychosocial support by the Disability Insurance (IV) and, after the age of 20, the mandatory health insurance scheme;
– information on challenges relating to the physical and psychological development of children with DSD in puberty and adulthood, and on dealing with social expectations concerning unambiguous sex, the social environment and questions of upbringing;

– information on risks for subsequent pregnancies;

– details of self-help groups and online resources offering additional support;

– information meeting the family’s specific requirements.

### 2.4 Quality characteristics of counselling and support

When providing counselling and support, it should be remembered that, depending on the particular diagnosis and family situation, the concerns and needs of the affected child – and hence also of its parents – may vary widely. Careful diagnostic investigations are therefore the essential first step. **It is important to bear in mind and also to point out to the parents that a diagnosis does not in itself entail any treatment or other medical measures, but serves initially to provide an overview of the situation and a basis for subsequent decisions, which may also take the form of watchful waiting.**

To prepare the parents for the coming challenges, they should be offered expert, sensitive and individually tailored support, possibly beginning before the birth and continuing from birth into adulthood. If requested, and if resources permit, a member of the multidisciplinary team may visit the family’s home to provide personal advice. The information flow is to be coordinated by an expert within the multidisciplinary team, with the aim of avoiding contradictory information being given to the parents or the individual concerned.

The information about the complex situation communicated to the parents and later also – in an age-appropriate manner – to the individual him/herself should be comprehensive, intelligible and essentially unbiased. For this purpose, use should be made of evidence-based assessment instruments and guidelines, which can help to determine in a systematic way parents’ and children’s needs for information on disease/health. In the counselling process, attention is to be drawn to alternative viewpoints and conceptions. As the nature of the counselling has a decisive influence on decision-making, a balance needs to be struck between medical information and non-medical counselling. It should also be ensured that information has been properly understood. To avoid common misconceptions, it should be made clear that genital (sex assignment) surgery does not determine either the patient’s subjective gender identity or his/her sexual orientation in later life.
3 Ethical considerations for decision-making

3.1 Guidance for parents and the child’s right to participate

In the case of DSD, a small number of decisions on medical treatment need to be taken in infancy and early childhood. In general, parents make such decisions on behalf of and in the best interests of their child.\(^\text{14}\) In doing so, they have the task of supporting the child in developing its gender identity, while respecting its physical and psychological integrity. Parents should also be aware that they are intervening in a highly sensitive sphere, which concerns the core of the child’s personality. Such interventions have lasting effects on the development of identity, fertility, sexual functioning and the parent-child relationship. The parents’ decisions should therefore be marked by authenticity, clarity and full awareness, and based on love for the child, so that they can subsequently be openly justified vis-à-vis the child or young adult.

Ethically and legally, parents’ responsibility and decision-making authority is constrained by the child’s welfare and competence. Determination of the child’s welfare is a normative process; depending on how it is interpreted, conflicts of interests may arise: the child’s welfare may be defined on the basis of (a) the child’s current interests or (b) the future adult’s anticipated interests. Here, depending on the goal, conflicting options may present themselves. There is no guarantee that a decision which is good for the child in its current state will also be best for this person in puberty or adulthood. The Commission recommends that the determination of the child’s welfare should be based as far as possible both on the current interests of the child and on the anticipated interests of the future adult. In cases of conflict, the multidisciplinary team – together with the parents and if possible with the involvement of the child – should seek to weight the two goals for the individual case.

As soon as the child attains capacity, it must consent to medical treatment itself, since such cases involve the exercise of highly personal rights.\(^\text{15}\) Parents do not have a right to veto a decision made by a child which has already attained capacity. People have capacity if they can understand the purpose, appropriateness and effects of a given course of action and are also in a position to act of their own free will in accordance with rational judgement and to withstand pressure exerted by third parties within normal limits. In Switzerland, as regards the right to veto physical interventions, it is assumed that a child attains capacity between the ages of 10 and 14 years, although capacity is acquired by degrees and is also influenced by the severity and implications of the intervention. Empirical studies indicate that, on the basis of experience with their own body and with illnesses, children can already make rational decisions on treatment before the age of 10 years. However, it should be recalled that, with regard to sexual self-determination, the age of consent specified in Art. 187 of the Swiss Criminal Code (StGB) is 16 years.

\(^{14}\)On parents’ role as proxies cf. NEK-CNE Opinion no. 16/2009 “Research involving children”.

The Commission strongly supports the idea that, even before they attain capacity, children should participate in medical treatment decisions in an age-appropriate manner, and that their views should be taken into account as far as possible. Here, the requirements to be applied for capacity in the case of consent to treatment are more stringent than for refusal of treatment. As children are susceptible to influence and frequently wish to satisfy family or parental expectations, it should also be ensured that, in order to boost their confidence, they receive independent, professional psychosocial support. It must be ensured that the wishes they express are authentic, and that they are able to cope with the demands of the decision-making situation.

3.2 Guidance for the multidisciplinary team
The interdisciplinarity of the treatment and care team should lie not merely in the representation of various disciplines, but in a genuine commitment to equal status for all parties involved. While diagnosis is a matter for medical experts, proposals for treatment are to be discussed within the multidisciplinary team. The multidisciplinary team has the key task of providing parents, or the (competent) individual, with information on medically indicated and appropriate treatment options, which may vary widely in terms of the associated opportunities and risks. Decisions on the next steps are to be taken on an individual basis, in partnership with the parents and if possible the child. Here, it should be borne in mind that in most cases an intervention is not a matter of medical urgency. Decisions on sex assignment interventions are to be guided by the questions of what genitalia a child actually requires at a given age (apart from a functional urinary system) and how these interventions will affect the physical and mental health of the child and the future adult. Treatment needs to be carefully justified, especially since – in functional, aesthetic and psychological respects – surgically altered genitalia in DSD are not comparable to natural male or female genitalia.

Decisions are to be guided, above all, by the child’s welfare. Attention needs to be paid to the child’s individual circumstances, including its family, social and cultural environment; however, the team’s reflections should not be influenced by prejudices vis-à-vis other cultures or religions. The limiting factor in the consideration of family/cultural circumstances will be the physical and psychological integrity of the child. An irreversible sex assignment intervention involving harmful physical and psychological consequences cannot be justified on the grounds that the family, school or social environment has difficulty in accepting the child’s natural physical characteristics. The harmful consequences may include, for example, loss of fertility and sexual sensitivity, chronic pain, or pain associated with dilation (bougienage) of a surgically created vagina, with traumatizing effects for the child. If such interventions are performed solely with a view to integration of the child into its family and social environment, then they run counter to the child’s welfare. In addition, there is no guarantee that the intended purpose (integration) will be achieved. In order to avoid parents of a child who
lacks capacity seeking sex assignment surgery abroad if they are denied this option in Switzerland, it may be pointed out that the intervention can also be performed in later life, should the individual concerned so desire.

3.3 Limits to freedom of choice
As part of the state’s duty of care, it is obliged to protect children whose parents request interventions which clearly violate the child’s welfare or participatory rights. **The following basic principle should therefore apply to the management of DSD: on ethical and legal grounds, all (non-trivial) sex assignment treatment decisions which have irreversible consequences but can be deferred should not be taken until the person to be treated can decide for him/herself.** This includes genital surgery and the removal of gonads, unless there is an urgent medical indication for these interventions (e.g. increased risk of cancer). Exceptions to the general rule would be cases where a medical intervention is urgently required to prevent severe damage to the patient's body or health.

Finally, in the interests of child protection, there should be a legal review of the liability implications of unlawful sex assignment interventions in childhood, and of the associated limitation periods. Questions of criminal law, such as the applicability of offences of assault (Art. 122 and 123, StGB) and the prohibition on genital mutilation (Art. 124, StGB), should also be investigated.

4 Interfaces with civil status administration
In Switzerland, an indication of sex is required for the official registration of births (Art. 8, lett. d, Civil Status Ordinance/ZStV), with only two sexes being recognized under the Swiss legal system. Underlying this requirement, firstly, is the assumption that sex is one of the essential features of a person’s identity; at the same time, it reflects the traditional view that all humans are either male or female. Individuals whose sex is not clearly identifiable as male or female are thus assigned to a category which may possibly not match their subjective gender identity in later life. **A subsequent amendment of the recorded sex requires considerable effort and sometimes entails significant disadvantages for the person concerned.** This procedure should be reviewed from the viewpoint of possible discrimination. To address this situation and improve the position of the individuals concerned, the following three options were discussed by the Commission:

- The restriction to two categories of sex is based on custom; no specific legal regulations exist on this question. It would in principle be possible to introduce additional categories and adapt the federal authorities’ computerized civil status register (Infostar) accordingly. Conceivably, a third category such as “other”

---

16 Australia was the first country to introduce a third category of this kind in passports for its citizens.
ther categories could be introduced, based on the binary classification, but indicating the uncertainty of the sex assignment (e.g. “female ∗” or “male ∗”).

- The Civil Status Ordinance could be revised so that in the future no indication of sex would be required when births are officially registered.

- The two existing categories of sex would be maintained, but to meet the needs of people of ambiguous sex more effectively and flexibly, a facilitated system could be introduced for amending the sex recorded in the civil status register.

- The Commission’s conclusions were as follows: the Commission supports the idea that sex variations should be placed on an equal footing with the traditional categories of “male” and “female”, as no-one should be subjected to discrimination on the grounds of sex. **Categorization as male or female which is driven by social factors or a desire for legal certainty, rather than being based on medical considerations or the sincere wishes of the individual concerned, represents an unacceptable violation of personal liberty.** It also leads to unjustifiable discrimination.

The Commission takes the view that at present the binary classification system should be maintained, as it is deeply embedded socioculturally and people with DSD often also wish to find their place in society as a man or woman. Accordingly, the introduction of additional categories of sex, as envisaged in option 1, could lead to renewed stigmatization. **Option 3 – calling for a facilitated system for amendment of the recorded sex – appears to the Commission to be an appropriate compromise at this time.** Here, simplified amendment of the recorded sex by the cantonal supervisory authority could be considered. This would offer the advantage of sparing (already overstrained) parents, or the person of ambiguous sex, the need for court proceedings. In the assessment of sex, considerable weight should be attached to the individual’s self-identified gender, supported by objective grounds, with physical sexual characteristics only being considered secondarily.\(^\text{17}\) In view of the significant and unpredictable changes associated with the course of DSD in childhood and adolescence, amendments should be possible within an unbureaucratic, low-threshold framework.

## Interfaces with social insurance

DSD is one of the so-called congenital conditions for which comprehensive treatment up to the age of 20 years is covered by the Disability Insurance (IV) scheme (Art. 13, para. 1, Disability Insurance Act/IVG). A congenital condition is one which is already present at the end of the birth process. A predisposition to a disease is not sufficient to qualify as a congenital condition.

\(^{17}\) Cf. Obergericht (Court of Appeals) of Canton Zurich, Civil Chamber II, decision of 1 February 2011 – NC090012/A; FamPra. ch 04/2011, 932 ff. (comments by Andrea Büchler and Michelle Cottier).
Treatments covered by the IV encompass:

1. the congenital condition itself; and, if applicable,

2. all health impairments which medical experience has shown to be part of the symptomatology of the congenital condition; and, if applicable,

3. all health impairments which, according to medical experience, are not part of the symptomatology of the congenital condition, but which frequently occur as a consequence of, and are specifically linked to, the congenital condition (with an “established sufficient causal relationship” between the congenital condition and the secondary disorder).

Given the special nature of DSD as a congenital condition, a number of points arise which need to be taken into account in the application of the IV regulations and may also require adjustments to legal practice and legislation. These points are discussed below.

In DSD, careful diagnosis involves a genetic analysis, which however only provides diagnostic clarification in 50% of cases and which for technical reasons cannot be completed by the end of the birth process. In some individuals, DSD only becomes apparent in puberty, when secondary sexual characteristics fail to develop or characteristics of the opposite sex develop. Cases have also been reported in which DSD was only diagnosed in adulthood. But this does not alter the fact that DSD is a congenital – not an acquired – condition.

Specifying the health impairments which are part of the symptomatology of the congenital condition, or are among the established secondary disorders, is a matter for medical experts. Here, legal practice and the approval of IV reimbursement are based on medical assessments. Such assessments need to be carefully formulated, in particular with regard to possible psychosocial consequences (e.g. disorders of personality development and of behaviour in the family/school setting, psychiatric illnesses). Especially delicate are those cases where a psychosocial indication is used to justify the medical urgency of surgical sex assignment in children who lack capacity. Here, there is a particularly great risk of insufficient respect being accorded to the child’s (future) self-determination and its physical integrity. For the establishment of a psychosocial indication involves numerous uncertainties and imponderables. In addition, there is a lack of representative studies with sufficient numbers of cases and control groups comprising untreated or non-invasively treated DSD subjects; also lacking are data on patient satisfaction and on the effectiveness of various surgical sex assignment procedures carried out at different times (from infancy to adulthood). Available studies on psychological state, impairment of body experience and sexual quality of life in people with DSD paint a mixed picture.

Since IV coverage only applies up to the age of 20, pressure could arise from a medical standpoint to carry out treatments at an early stage.
der to avoid possibly unnecessary or premature treatments, the Commission recommends that, in consultation with medical experts, the existing age limit specified in Art. 13, para. 1, IVG should be reviewed and revised upwards for somatic and psychological/psychiatric treatments of DSD. Alternatively, the list of items reimbursable under the Health Insurance Act for DSD-related congenital conditions could be brought into line with the IV standard.

Because parents generally take decisions on behalf of their child which impinge on intimate areas of the child’s life and its identity, and which can also have fundamental effects on fertility and sexual sensitivity, everything possible must be done to ensure the high quality and authenticity of such decisions. Here, professional counselling and psychosocial support for parents is crucial. From a functional viewpoint, the support provided for parents can be seen as a component of the treatment for the congenital condition, i.e. as an element in the overall therapeutic plan. However, from the perspective of the IV, parents are not currently entitled to receive reimbursable services in connection with a child’s DSD-related congenital condition. The Commission therefore recommends that a legal basis should be established which would provide for a special obligation to cover counselling and support for parents. It would also be desirable for the costs of counselling and support provided for parents and individuals with DSD to be reimbursed by the IV beyond the age of 20, or alternatively for the list of items reimbursable under mandatory health insurance to be brought into line with the IV standard.

In the area of mandatory insurance coverage, to the Commission’s knowledge, people with DSD are not subject to discrimination, although the services covered by the IV are more comprehensive than under mandatory health insurance. However, in voluntary supplementary health insurance – as is generally the case in the private insurance sector – provisos and exclusions are permissible if a medically certified condition exists, which essentially disadvantages people with congenital conditions.

Finally, the Commission notes that the terminology used in legislation (e.g. “true hermaphroditism and pseudohermaphroditism”, Ordinance on Congenital Conditions/GgV, no. 359) should be revised, and the standard specialized terminology should be adopted.
6 Recommendations

1. The suffering experienced by some people with DSD as a result of past practice should be acknowledged by society. The medical practice of the time was guided by sociocultural values which, from today’s ethical viewpoint, are not compatible with fundamental human rights, specifically respect for physical and psychological integrity and the right to self-determination.

The Commission’s other recommendations come under two separate headings – medical ethics and legal ethics:

2. Decisions on medical treatments of a pharmacotherapeutic or surgical nature are to be taken jointly in a multidisciplinary team with the involvement of the parents and, as far as possible, the affected child. As soon as capacity is attained, the affected individual decides for him/herself. The family and cultural context may only be taken into account if the welfare of the child is not jeopardized as a result.

3. The following basic principle should apply to the management of DSD: on ethical and legal grounds, all (non-trivial) sex assignment treatment decisions which have irreversible consequences but can be deferred should not be taken until the person to be treated can decide for him/herself. This includes genital surgery and the removal of gonads, unless there is an urgent medical indication for these interventions (e.g. increased risk of cancer). Exceptions to the general rule would be cases where a medical intervention is urgently required to prevent severe damage to the patient’s body or health.

4. Protection of the child’s integrity is essential. Given the uncertainties and imponderables involved, a psychosocial indication cannot in itself justify irreversible genital sex assignment surgery in a child who lacks capacity.

5. Professional psychosocial counselling and support should be offered free of charge to all affected children and parents. This support should be expert, sensitive and individually tailored and should extend from the time when DSD is first suspected into adulthood.

6. To guarantee the requisite professional level of counselling, support and treatment services, this function should be concentrated at a small number of specialized centres in Switzerland.

7. Given the sensitivity and complexity of the issues, and the need for interdisciplinary decision-making, the Commission suggests that guidelines on education and training for the professionals involved should be
prepared by the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences (SAMS) and other competent professional bodies.

8. Clinical treatment guidelines in Switzerland should be based on international standards and, if necessary, should be improved through cooperation at the international level. Accordingly, standard international terminology should be adopted.

9. There is a need for representative studies with sufficient numbers of cases and control groups comprising untreated or non-invasively treated DSD subjects. Data should also be collected on patient satisfaction and on the effectiveness of various treatment methods and surgical sex assignment procedures. To facilitate the practice of evidence-based medicine and to optimize treatment paths, research should increasingly be conducted in cooperation with international partners in these areas.

10. The long-established constitutional principle that no-one is to be subjected to discrimination on grounds of sex also applies to people whose sex cannot be unequivocally determined. Any discrimination resulting from existing regulations must be eliminated.

11. In a case of DSD, it must be possible for the sex recorded in the official registration of births to be unbureaucratically amended. It should be permissible for the cantonal supervisory authority to make such an amendment. The assessment of sex should be guided, as far as possible, by the (verifiable) self-identified gender of the individual concerned, with physical sexual characteristics playing a subordinate role. In view of the unpredictable course of DSD in childhood and adolescence, amendments should be possible without undue bureaucracy.

12. There should be a legal review of the liability implications of unlawful interventions in childhood, and of the associated limitation periods. Questions of criminal law, such as the applicability of offences of assault (Art. 122 and 123, StGB) and the prohibition on genital mutilation (Art. 124, StGB), should also be investigated.

13. The Commission recommends that the age limit (“up to the age of 20 years”) specified in Art. 13 para. 1, IVG for IV coverage of somatic and psychological/psychiatric treatments for people with DSD should be raised; alternatively, the list of items reimbursable under mandatory health insurance should be brought into line with the IV standard. The aim would be to make allowance for the special nature of this congenital condition and to avoid any pressure arising for premature surgical sex assignment procedures. Any amended age limit for IV coverage in cases of DSD would be set in consultation with medical experts. If an age li-
mit is specified, provision should be made for justified exceptions to the rule.

14. The Commission recommends that, in non-specialist language, DSD should only be referred to as “differences of sex development” or “sex variations”, and that other terms, including “intersexuality”, should be avoided. The terminology used in legislation (e.g. “true hermaphroditism and pseudohermaphroditism”, Ordinance on Congenital Conditions/GgV, no. 359) should be revised, and the standard specialized terminology should be adopted.
Procedure adopted by the Commission in preparing the Opinion

In order to gain an overview of the various positions, the Commission (plenary session and working group) conducted a total of three hearings with people directly affected and experts:

– Mme A., mother of a child with DSD
– Michelle Cottier, Assistant Professor at Basel University, in cooperation with Professor Andrea Büchler, Zurich University
– Professor Christa Flück, Paediatric Endocrinology, Inselspital Bern
– Professor Ulrich Meyer, President of the Second Social Law Division of the Federal Supreme Court
– Dr Blaise-Julien Meyrat, Department of Paediatric Surgery, CHUV Lausanne
– Dr Francesca Navratil, paediatric and adolescent gynaecologist, Zurich
– Karin Plattner, self-help group “Verein SI Selbsthilfe Intersexualität” and mother of a child with DSD
– Knut Werner-Rosen, psychologist/psychotherapist, Berlin
– Dr Jürg Streuli, Institute of Biomedical Ethics, Zurich University
– Daniela Truffer & Markus Bauer, human rights advocacy group “Zwischengeschlecht.org”

The Commission also took note of written input from the following experts:

– Michael Groneberg, PD, Fribourg University
– Mirjam Werlen, lic.iur./ LL.M., Bern
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